Abstract. Nuclear receptors (NRs) are important transcriptional regulators in animals. They regulate different functions, such as lipid, reproduction, carbohydrate metabolism, fibrosis and metabolism. NRs form a category of phylogenetically evolutional proteins and have been separated into diverse subfamilies on account of their domain function. But for predicting the subfamilies, the preliminary step is to distinguish whether the protein sequence is a nuclear receptor or non-nuclear receptor. The sample with a pseudo amino acid (PseAA) composition representation of the protein sequence so as to incorporate a plentiful amount of protein sequence pattern information in order to increase the prediction precision for the classification. This article, which is based on the value of hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, side-chain mass for sequence, we put forward a new percentage of method to predict types from protein sequences of subfamilies. Three percentages are on the base of the physical and chemical properties were collected from each of the protein sequences are made for their PseAA. It could testify by means of the jackknife cross-check method that the total successful rate are over 95%. The experimental results indicate that bioinformatics based on theory methodology can simplify and make experimental studies more intuitive.
Introduction
The NRs are important role in regulating crucial gene expression for cell growth, differentiation and homeostasis [1] . As NRs bind the hormone response element that can be easily changed by drug design, and control functions related to major diseases (e.g. liver injury, liver fibrosis and liver cancer), they are promising pharmacological target genes [2, 3] . NRs are classified into a category that includes receptors for steroid receptor, vitamin D and thyroid hormone and so on [4] . In recent years, It was found that there was an obvious corelevance between functional classes of proteins and amino acid composition. Researchers put the algorithm developme nts as the goal followed by predicting the functional type of a protein according to amino acid composition alone [5] . It failed to contain any help of protein sequence information in a protein despite the amino acid composition model is very simple. The method of PseAA composition was raised to avoid the sequence information losing when using the amino acid composition model [6] . The method of PseAA composition was first put forward to improve the performance prediction of membrane protein type [7] . The expression of a known protein sample through a set of discrete decimal numbers, where the first 20 numbers show the 20 components of the traditional amino acid composition while other numbers show the PseAA composition, as defined by its expression way.
Method
The data set of containing redundancy built by Wang and Xiao [8] and was used to indicate the present method for the purpose of facilitating the comparison between the other methods. It is extremely hard to discover its characteristic pattern detailedly when the sequence is interminable [9] . In order to overcome this limitation, we turn to the percentage of method came out of the amino acid sequence with the help of the physical and chemical properties of amino acid. There were various kinds of physical and chemical properties of amino acids, which were given in Table 1 . The other significant aspect we thought over seriously the hydrophilic amino acid, which influences the composition of protein sequences and is broadly used in a lot of magazines. Kellis et al. discover that the main reasons is that the hydrophobic of side-chains for the folding of proteins [10] ; Chou apply the side-chain mass and the hydrophilic values of amino acids to make up the pseudo amino acid composition to improve the quality of prediction for protein cellular properties [11] . All of these results give effective assistances for the applying hydrophobic, hydrophilic and side-chain mass of protein to make up percentage. We have a hypothesis to make the meaning more clear, N amino acids make up a protein P, the following notation:
12 N PRRR =⋅⋅⋅
(1) Where R 1 refers to the first amino acids, R 2 refers to the second amino acids, and so on. In order to represent a protein sequence from a English letter as a number. The superiority of adding the PseAA components is that they can include some key characteristics of a protein sequence by means of a discrete mode as stated above [12] . In this way, a protein sequence can be represented by a vector with the help of the Chou's PseAA composition, i.e., Fuzzy K-nearest neighbor classification algorithm is a special forms of the K-nearest neighbor algorithm family [13, 14] . Replace a voting of assigning roughly the label in the nearest neighbors with 
Where K is the amount of the nearest neighbors calculated, μ () ij P is the fuzzy sample statistic of the protein j P to the -th i category (it is configured to 1 if the true marker of j P is i C , or else it is zero),
PP is the interval between the unknown protein sequence P and its -th j nearest protein sequence j P in the training set, and φ (1) > is the fuzzy factor to determine the weight of interval when calculate the contribution of each nearest neighbor to the sample value.
The Euclidean measure was adopted in this paper. After computing all the samples for a unknown protein sequence, it is distributed to the category which it has the best match sample value; i.e., the predicted category for the unknown protein sequence P should be
where u is the thesis of i that maximizes μ () i P .
Conclusions
The database have collected and harvested all the seven subfamilies of nuclear receptors marked with (1) NR1, (2) NR2, (3) NR3, (4) NR4, (5) NR5, (6) NR6 and (7) NR0. Among the methods for examining the effects of prediction, the independent sample test, secondary sample procedures test, and jackknife test, which are employed frequently to checkout the precision of a statistical forecasting technique [15] , the jackknife test was regarded as the best objective in practical use. As a consequence, we employ the jackknife cross-validation to checkout our way. The success rates of jackknife test are got with the present percentage predictor in recognizing nuclear receptors are provided in Table 2 . Using the percentages are on the base of physical and chemical properties of protein sequence as their PseAA components can contain availably the relevant protein sequence patterns, producing a higher total success rate in forecasting types of seven subfamilies. These types of interrelated patterns are contained in a cluster of tanglesome sequences. Therefore, the types of subfamily are just
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a example for verification. It is promoting significance to indicate that the present innovation method can also be adopted to forecast a range of other protein properties, such as the G proteincoupled receptor functional class, protein structural classes, and so on.
